World Women's Curling Championship 2019
Silkeborg, Denmark

Round Robin Session 11 - Sheet D
Silkeborg Sportscenter

Game - Shot by Shot

End 1  CHN - China  0 + 2 (this end) = 2  GER - Germany  0 + 0 (this end) = 0

1. CHN: MA J
   Draw 100%
   CHK: YAO M
   Take-out 0%

2. GER: JENTSCH A
   Front 100%
   CHK: MA J
   Draw 100%

3. GER: JENTSCH A
   Hit and Roll 75%
   CHK: MA J
   Hit and Roll 100%

4. GER: FOMM KH
   Draw 100%
   CHK: YAO M
   Wick / Soft Peeling 0%

5. GER: FOMM KH
   Draw 100%
   CHK: YAO M
   Draw 0%

6. GER: ABBES E
   Take-out 0%
   CHK: MEI J
   Draw 100%

7. GER: FOMM KH
   Take-out 0%
   CHK: MEI J
   Double Take-out 100%

8. GER: JENTSCH D
   Draw 75%
   CHK: WANG R
   Take-out 100%

9. GER: JENTSCH D
   Draw 75%
   CHK: WANG R
   Take-out 100%

Legend:
- Clockwise
- Counter-clockwise
- Not considered
Game - Shot by Shot

End 2  

CHN - China  2 + 0 (this end) = 2  

1*  

GER - Germany  0 + 3 (this end) = 3  

2*  

Legend:

Clockwise  
Counter-clockwise  
- Not considered
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**Game - Shot by Shot**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End</th>
<th>CHN - China</th>
<th>GER - Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 + 2 (this end) = 4</td>
<td>3 + 0 (this end) = 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Shot by Shot

#### End 1
- **CHN: MA J**
- Front 100%
- **GER: JENTSCH A**
- Draw 100%

#### End 2
- **GER: FOMM KH**
- Guard 100%
- **CHN: MA J**
- Draw 50%

#### End 3
- **CHN: MA J**
- Guard 100%
- **GER: JENTSCH A**
- Draw 100%

#### End 4
- **CHN: MA J**
- Front 100%
- **GER: FOMM KH**
- Raise 100%

#### End 5
- **GER: FOMM KH**
- Promotion Take-out 0%
- **CHN: MA J**
- Draw 100%

#### End 6
- **CHN: MA J**
- Take-out 100%
- **GER: JENTSCH A**
- Take-out 100%

#### End 7
- **GER: FOMM KH**
- Guard 75%
- **CHN: MA J**
- Promotion Take-out 0%

#### End 8
- **CHN: MA J**
- Promotion Take-out 100%
- **GER: JENTSCH D**
- Hit and Roll 75%

#### End 9
- **CHN: YAO M**
- Take-out 100%
- **GER: ABBES E**
- Guard 75%

#### End 10
- **CHN: YAO M**
- Take-out 100%
- **GER: FOMM KH**
- Promotion Take-out 0%

#### End 11
- **GER: ABBES E**
- Take-out 100%
- **CHN: YAO M**
- Promotion Take-out 100%

#### End 12
- **CHN: WANG R**
- Take-out 100%
- **GER: JENTSCH D**
- Take-out 100%

#### End 13
- **CHN: WANG R**
- Draw 100%
- **GER: JENTSCH D**
- Counter-clockwise 100%

**Legend:**
- Clockwise
- Counter-clockwise
- Not considered
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End 4

CHN - China  4 + 0 (this end) = 4

GER - Germany  3 + 1 (this end) = 4

Legend:

Clockwise

Counter-clockwise

Not considered
Game - Shot by Shot

End 5    CHN - China    4 + 0 (this end) = 4    GER - Germany    4 + 0 (this end) = 4

1. GER: JENTSCH A
   Draw
   Clockwise: 100%

2. CHN: MA J
   Hit and Roll
   Clockwise: 100%

3. GER: JENTSCH A
   Take-out
   Clockwise: 50%

4. CHN: MA J
   Take-out
   Clockwise: 50%

5. GER: FOMM KH
   Draw
   Clockwise: 100%

6. CHN: YAO M
   Take-out
   Clockwise: 100%

7. GER: FOMM KH
   Take-out
   Clockwise: 100%

8. CHN: YAO M
   Hit and Roll
   Clockwise: 75%

9. GER: ABBES E
   Clearing
   Clockwise: 100%

10. CHN: MEI J
    Draw
    Clockwise: 100%

11. GER: ABBES E
    Take-out
    Clockwise: 100%

12. CHN: MEI J
    Take-out
    Clockwise: 100%

13. GER: JENTSCH D
    Take-out
    Clockwise: 100%

14. CHN: WANG R
    Take-out
    Clockwise: 100%

15. GER: JENTSCH D
    Take-out
    Clockwise: 50%

16. CHN: WANG R
    Through

Legend:
- Clockwise
- Counter-clockwise
- Not considered
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**Game - Shot by Shot**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End</th>
<th>CHN - China</th>
<th>GER - Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 + 0 (this end) = 4</td>
<td>4 + 1 (this end) = 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legend:**
- Clockwise
- Counter-clockwise
- Not considered
WWCC 2019
Silkeborg, Denmark
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TUE 19 MAR 2019
Start Time 19:00

Round Robin Session 11 - Sheet D

Game - Shot by Shot

End 7  💡  CHN - China  4 + 1 (this end) = 5  💡  GER - Germany  5 + 0 (this end) = 5

Legend:
- Clockwise  ❌  Counter-clockwise  -  Not considered

Front 0% ↺

GER: JENTSCH A
Front 0% ↺

CHN: MA J
Front 100% ↺

GER: FOMM KH
Guard 50% ↺

CHN: MA J
Raise 50% ↺

GER: FOMM KH
Draw 25% ↺

CHN: YAO M
Wick / Soft Peeling 100% ↻

Hit and Roll 50% ↺

CHN: MA J
Draw 100% ↻

GER: FOMM KH
Hit and Roll 50% ↺

CHN: MEI J
Draw 0% ↺

GER: FOMM KH
Take-out 100% ↺

CHN: WANG R
Draw 100% ↻

Promotion Take-out 50% ↺

CHN: WANG R
Take-out 100% ↻

Clockwise
Counter-clockwise
Not considered
Game - Shot by Shot

End 8  CHN - China  5 + 1 (this end) = 6  GER - Germany  5 + 0 (this end) = 5

```
1  CHN: MA J
   Front  ○  100%

2  GER: JENTSCH A
   Draw  ○  100%

3  CHN: MA J
   Draw  ○  75%

4  GER: JENTSCH A
   Draw  ○  0%

5  CHN: YAO M
   Draw  ○  100%

6  GER: FOMM KH
   Double Take-out  ○  75%

7  CHN: YAO M
   Draw  ○  25%

8  GER: FOMM KH
   Double Take-out  ○  50%

9  CHN: MEI J
   Draw  ○  75%

10  GER: ABBES E
    Draw  ○  50%

11  CHN: MEI J
    Guard  ○  100%

12  GER: ABBES E
    Guard  ○  100%

13  CHN: WANG R
    Guard  ○  100%

14  GER: JENTSCH D
    Double Take-out  ○  100%

15  CHN: WANG R
    Draw  ○  100%

16  GER: JENTSCH D
    Draw  ○  0%
```

Legend:
- Clockwise
- Counter-clockwise
- Not considered
LGT World Women's Curling Championship 2019
Silkeborg, Denmark

Round Robin Session 11 - Sheet D

Silkeborg Sportscenter

TUE 19 MAR 2019
Start Time 19:00

Game - Shot by Shot

End 9  CHN - China   6 + 0 (this end) = 6  GER - Germany   5 + 1 (this end) = 6

CHN: MA J  Front  100%
GER: JENTSCH A

CHN: MA J  Take-out  100%
GER: JENTSCH A

CHN: YAO M  Draw  75%
GER: FOMM KH

CHN: YAO M  Take-out  50%
GER: FOMM KH

CHN: MEI J  Take-out  100%
GER: ABBES E

CHN: MEI J  Draw  50%
GER: ABBES E

CHN: WANG R  Take-out  100%
GER: JENTSCH D

CHN: WANG R  Draw  100%
GER: JENTSCH D

Legend:
↺ Clockwise ↺ Counter-clockwise - Not considered
Round Robin Session 11 - Sheet D

LGT World Women's Curling Championship 2019
Silkeborg, Denmark

Start Time 19:00
TUE 19 MAR 2019

Game - Shot by Shot

End 10  CHN - China  6 + 2 (this end) = 8  GER - Germany  6 + 0 (this end) = 6

Legend:
- Clockwise
- Counter-clockwise
- Not considered

Total Score  CHN  GER 8  6
Time left  05:32  01:17

[Diagram showing the game shot by shot]